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Abstract—This paper presents an integrated framework, together with control policies, for optimizing dynamic control of
self-tuning parameters of a digital system over its lifetime in the
presence of circuit aging. A variety of self-tuning parameters such
as supply voltage, operating clock frequency, and dynamic cooling
are considered, and jointly optimized using efficient algorithms
described in this paper. Our optimized self-tuning approach satisfies performance constraints at all times, and maximizes a lifetime
computational power efficiency (LCPE) metric, which is defined as
the total number of clock cycles achieved over lifetime divided
by the total energy consumed over lifetime. We present three
control policies: 1) progressive-worst-case-aging (PWCA), which
assumes worst-case aging at all times; 2) progressive-on-stateaging (POSA), which estimates aging by tracking active/sleep
modes, and then assumes worst-case aging in active mode and
long recovery effects in sleep mode; and 3) progressive-real-timeaging-assisted (PRTA), which acquires real-time information and
initiates optimized control actions. Various flavors of these control
policies for systems with dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS) are also analyzed. Simulation results on benchmark
circuits, using aging models validated by 45 nm measurements,
demonstrate the effectiveness and practicality of our approach
in significantly improving LCPE and/or lifetime compared to
traditional one-time worst-case guardbanding. We also derive
system design guidelines to maximize self-tuning benefits.
Index Terms—Adaptive supply voltage and clock frequency,
circuit aging, energy-efficiency, lifetime reliability.

I. Introduction

T

HIS PAPER addresses the major challenge of designing
robust and energy-efficient systems in the presence of
circuit aging. We focus on a dominant circuit aging mechanism
induced by Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI).
NBTI effects can be significant for sub-65 nm integrated
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circuits [1]–[3]. The PMOS threshold voltage may gradually
degrade by 50 mV over lifetime (e.g., 7–10 years) under worstcase operating conditions due to traps accumulated at the Si–
SiO2 interface. Depending on the design and the operating
conditions, this may result in more than 20% speed degradation [1]–[4]. Aging-induced changes in the interface charge
depend on the process technology and several dynamic factors:
the amount of time elapsed, temperature, workload, and voltage profiles [5]–[7]. While we focus on NBTI, it is possible to
extend our framework for other reliability mechanisms, e.g.,
Positive Bias Temperature Instability (PBTI), Electromigration
(EM), Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB), Gate
Oxide Integrity (GOI), Thermal Cycling (TC), and Hot Carrier
Injection (HCI).
In order to prevent delay faults due to circuit aging, designers traditionally incorporate one-time worst-case guardbands
(OWG) at the beginning of lifetime while accounting for the
worst-case aging effects at the end of lifetime. OWG examples
include clock frequency reduction, supply voltage increase,
and device over-sizing. OWG is pessimistic and demands
expensive power/performance/area costs because: 1) circuit
aging is expected to get worse in advanced technologies [8]–
[10]; 2) not every device on a given chip is stressed to worstcase levels [5]; and 3) all systems may not be stressed to
worst-case levels in the field [11], [12].
The premise of this paper is: instead of using the wasteful OWG, the system can compensate for aging-induced
degradation by self-tuning various parameters progressively
over lifetime. Such self-tuning parameters may be adjusted
dynamically according to performance demands (which may
be time-varying), and adaptively according to estimated system
aging. The gradual nature of aging and its dependence on
dynamic factors enable such a system to achieve better energyefficiency compared to simply using OWG.
Unfortunately, self-tuning of various system parameters often leads to conflicting results. For example, increasing supply
voltage may compensate for aging-induced delay degradation; however, it increases dynamic and leakage power, as
well as chip temperature, and accelerates aging. Reducing
clock frequency can prevent errors and also reduce dynamic
power; but system speed degrades, and overall performance
requirements may no longer be satisfied. While NBTI-induced
aging increases delay, it also reduces leakage power due to
degraded threshold voltage. Furthermore, the choice of selftuning parameters made at any one point in time affects future
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aging, performance, and energy consumption. Hence, there is
need for global optimization of self-tuning parameters over
lifetime, considering their long-term effects and interactions.
In this paper, we present a general framework and control
policies for jointly optimizing multiple self-tuning parameters
over system lifetime. We also present efficient algorithms to
accomplish such joint optimization. In addition to the tuning
of supply voltage and operating clock frequency, we consider
dynamic cooling, e.g., via variable fan control, as a possible
self-tuning parameter. Dynamic cooling allows us to adjust
system temperature by varying the input power supplied
to the cooling device. Dynamic cooling is generally used
for dynamic thermal management [13], [14]. For optimized
self-tuning to overcome circuit aging, we jointly optimize
complex system-level tradeoffs between the positive effects
of cooling on circuit aging, leakage power, and delay, and
the negative effects of power spent for cooling.
Our framework achieves the following objectives.
1) It satisfies performance constraints throughout the entire
lifetime while ensuring reliable operation in the presence
of circuit aging.
2) It maximizes a lifetime computational power efficiency
(LCPE) metric which is defined as the performance
achieved (i.e., the total number of clock cycles) over
system lifetime divided by the total energy consumed
over lifetime.
There are four “types” of user-inputs to our framework
(Fig. 1).
1) Thermally-aware models for aging, power consumption,
and performance.
2) Circuit netlist and technology library.
3) System constraints, such as required performance over
lifetime, and target lifetime. System performance constraints can be time-varying.
4) Discrete values of self-tuning parameters available.
The framework has three built-in control policies
[progressive-worst-case-aging
(PWCA),
progressive-onstate-aging (POSA), and progressive-real-time-aging-assisted
(PRTA)] which will be detailed in Section III. However, the
user can also implement alternative control policies. The
output is a set of optimized values of self-tuning parameters,
to be applied online during operation.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) A general framework, together with three control policies (PWCA, POSA, and PRTA) and efficient algorithms, to produce optimized dynamic control of multiple self-tuning parameters over lifetime. The optimized
self-tuning satisfies system constraints, and maximizes
the LCPE metric.
2) Introduction of dynamic cooling as a system-level
self-tuning parameter that is jointly optimized with
supply voltage and operating frequency to control aging,
system power consumption, and system performance
over lifetime.
3) Simulation results on benchmark circuits using
aging models validated by 45 nm CMOS stress
measurements. The results quantify the benefits of our

Fig. 1.
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Our control system framework.

optimized self-tuning approach. We also derive a set
of system design guidelines to maximize self-tuning
benefits.
Section II describes the problem formulation. Section III
details the framework and control policies. Section IV presents
simulation results. Section V discusses related work, followed
by conclusions and design guidelines in Section VI.
II. Models and Terminologies
A. Discrete Time-Steps
We discretize target system lifetime into N uniformlyspaced time-steps (Fig. 2)
t(i+1) − t(i) = dt,

i = 1, 2, . . . , N

(1)

where t(i) denotes the amount of time elapsed from the
beginning of lifetime until the beginning of time-step i, and
dt denotes the amount of time elapsed in each time-step. For
example, t(1) denotes the time at the beginning of lifetime
(t(1) = 0), and t(N) denotes the time at the beginning of the
last (Nth) time-step. At each time step, the control policies
decide whether to adjust all, some, or none of the selftuning parameters; if adjustments are made, the corresponding
tuning-magnitude is also decided. Therefore, tuning-times are
not pre-determined. Time-steps represent “possible” tuningtimes. Depending on the control policy, the actual aging, and
performance demand, tuning may or may not be performed
at a particular time-step; the self-tuning parameters may stay
constant over one or more time-steps. In our formulation, the
time-steps actually do not necessarily have to be uniform;
they can be made fine grained in the beginning of lifetime
to respond to fast aging during that period. However, as long
as each time-step is “fine” enough, the uniformity of timesteps does not compromise the optimization results. Later in
Section IV, we will discuss proper choice of time-step.
B. Control Variables
The control policies choose a set of control variables (i.e.,
values for self-tuning parameters) to be applied during each
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Fig. 2. Time-dependent terminologies. t(i) denotes the beginning of time-step
−
denotes the end of time-step i.
i. t(i+1)

time-step, from the beginning until the end of the time-step.
At time-step i, this set of control variables is denoted by ui
ui = {Vdd(i) , Pcool(i) , f(i) }

(2)

where Vdd(i) denotes supply voltage, Pcool(i) denotes user-input
power for cooling, and f(i) denotes clock frequency.
In light of concerns regarding the limited effectiveness of
body-bias in advanced technologies [15], [16], body-bias is
not considered in this paper, although the policies can include
body-bias or any other self-tuning parameters.
C. Lifetime Computational Power Efficiency (LCPE)
The optimization objective is to maximize LCPE, which can
be expressed as the total number of clock cycles achieved over
all time-steps divided by the total energy consumed over all
time-steps. Higher LCPE values indicate better overall energyefficiency over lifetime. The number of clock cycles achieved
during time-step i is f(i) dt. Energy consumed during time-step
i is the integral of power consumption over the time-step. Due
to aging, leakage power at the beginning is higher than that at
the end of each time-step. Since aging is a slow process, P(i) dt
provides an upper bound for the energy consumed during timestep i, where P(i) denotes the total power consumption at the
beginning of time-step i. Therefore, LCPE can be expressed as
N
f(i)
LCPE = Ni=1
.
(3)
i=1 P(i)
D. Constraints
Each self-tuning parameter must be within its upper and
lower limits
Vdd,min ≤ Vdd(i) ≤ Vdd,max

(4)

Pcool,min ≤ Pcool(i) ≤ Pcool,max .

(5)

The system is also required to satisfy performance constraints over lifetime. The lower bound on the clock frequency
during time-step i is determined by an application-dependent
performance constraint fc(i) which can be time-varying.
Aging during time-step i causes the circuit delay at the end of
time-step i, D(i) , to be greater than that at the beginning of
the time-step. Hence, the upper bound on the clock frequency
at time-step i is determined by the delay at the end of the
time-step
fc(i) ≤ f(i) ≤

1
D(i) + 

(6)

where  is necessary to account for setup time, clock skew,
jitter, and noise guardbands. Although a lifetime constraint
is assumed in this paper, our framework can include the
possibility of trading-off lifetime with energy-efficiency and/or
performance. To guarantee reliable operation, temperature
must be within the specified limits Tmin ≤ T(i) ≤ Tmax .
Moreover, the lowest gate overdrive during each time step,
V ov (i), must be greater than a minimum gate overdrive of
Vov,min . Aging during time-step i causes threshold voltage at
the end to be greater than that at the beginning of the timestep. So Vov(i) is determined by Vth,end(i) which is the threshold
voltage at the end of time-step i
Vov(i) = Vdd(i) − Vth,end(i) ≥ Vov,min .

(7)

E. Threshold Voltage
The threshold voltage of a transistor at the beginning of
time-step i, Vth(i) , is affected by the aging effect and the draininduced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect [17]. Since PMOS
threshold voltage is negative, every time we refer to V th we
actually mean the magnitude of V th . To work around aging
dependence on all previous operating conditions from time 0,
the incremental change in V th is computed depending only
on the dynamic operating conditions within each time-step.
The cumulative aging-induced shift in threshold voltage from
time 0 up to the beginning of time-step i is denoted as V IT(i) .
The increase in interface traps, N IT , leads to a linear shift in
threshold voltage [18]. Hence
VIT(i+1) − VIT(i) = q(NIT(i+1) − NIT(i) )/Cox

(8)

where NIT(i) is the amount of interface traps accumulated
from time 0 up to the beginning of time-step i, q is the
elementary charge, and Cox is the gate-oxide capacitance.
Note that VIT(1) = 0 and NIT(1) = 0 for a fresh circuit. The
DIBL effect can be approximated as a linear decrease in
threshold voltage with increase in supply voltage [19], [20].
The incremental change in V th is then written in terms of a
difference equation
Vth(i+1) = Vth(i) + VIT(i+1) − VIT(i) − Kdibl (Vdd(i+1) − Vdd(i) ) (9)
where Kdibl is a process-dependent constant.
Based on [7], VIT(i+1) can be expressed as a function of
VIT(i) and dynamic operating conditions between time-steps
i and (i + 1). During active mode when Vdd is turned on,
the system experiences dynamic-stress condition where both
the stress phase and recovery phase alternately impact aging
(Fig. 3). In the stress phase, interface traps are increased,
and in the recovery phase, it is partially reduced [18]. The
stress phase occurs during negative gate-source voltage or
logic 0 at the input, where the presence of inversion layer holes
weakens the Si–H bonds. Dissociation of the bonds along the
Si–SiO2 interface causes the generation of interface charges
and unbonded hydrogen atoms. Each pair of hydrogen atoms
combine to generate molecular hydrogen which then diffuses
away from the Si–SiO2 interface. The recovery phase occurs
when the gate-source bias is removed or logic 1 is at the input,
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Fig. 3.

Example for aging under dynamic operation.

where molecular hydrogen diffuses back toward the interface
and recombines to anneal the broken Si bonds. During sleep
mode, when Vdd is turned off (Vdd = 0), the system experiences
the long recovery phase. For alternating active/sleep modes,
the presence of a long recovery phase during sleep mode
significantly changes the diffusion profile that continues into
the subsequent active mode. Hence, special aging models and
boundary conditions are required to connect the next active
mode with the sleep mode—otherwise, degradation can be
over-estimated [7].
For simplicity, consider an example where time-step i starts
with an active mode followed by sleep mode until the end of
the time-step, with η(i) as the fraction of time in active mode
(Fig. 3). Aging during the active mode increases the aginginduced threshold voltage shift from VIT(i) to VIT,m(i) at the
end of the active mode
VIT,m(i)

1/n

= VIT(i)

(i) = Kp Kaging(i) (Vdd(i) −Vth(i) )2 e

1/n

(10)

+ (i)

Vdd(i) −Vth(i)
0.25Eo T ox

Ea
− KT

η(i) (t(i+1) − t(i) ).
(11)
Long recovery during the following sleep mode decreases
the aging-induced threshold voltage shift from VIT,m(i) to
VIT(i+1) at the end of the sleep mode:
e
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example for simplicity of explanation. The boundary conditions modeled in (10)–(12) can be applied to directly compute
shifts in aging for the general dynamic operation scenario
with multiple active-sleep transitions, where the active modes
may have time-varying supply voltage, stress probability, or
temperature. Equations (10) and (11) can be used to compute
the increment during active mode, it is evaluated every time
there is a change in the dynamic factors. Equation (12) can
be used to compute the decrement during sleep mode.
The exact delay degradation of a circuit depends on the
amount of time that various circuit nodes are at logic 0
or 1 (signal probabilities), which in turn depends on the
application-dependent input vectors during operation which
are not known a priori. Therefore, a safe and tight upper bound
for circuit delay degradation under worst-case signal probabilities is required for reliable operation. In most practical cases, it
can be obtained by assuming WC-Kaging of 0.95 for the entire
circuit [5], [21], [22], [38]. Worst-case aging during time-step
i implies that the system is always in the active mode under
worst-case workload, i.e., η(i) = 1 and Kaging(i) = WC-Kaging .
F. Power
At the beginning of time-step i, the instantaneous system
power consumption P(i) consists of dynamic power, leakage
power, and user-input power for cooling
P(i) = Pdyn(i) + Pleak(i) + Pcool(i) .

(13)

Dynamic power can be approximated as
Pdyn(i) = Kdyn Vdd(i) 2 f(i) .

(14)

Leakage power is approximated, following [20], [24], as
Pleak(i) = T(i) 2 Kleak1 Vdd(i) e

Kleak2 Vdd(i)
T(i)

e

Kleak3 Vth(i)
T(i)

(15)

(i)

VIT(i+1) = VIT,m(i) (1 + ξ(1 − η(i) )(t(i+1) − t(i) )/t(i+1) )−0.5

(12)

where Kaging(i) , a scalar from the interval (0, 1), a function
of stress probability (probability for negative gate-source voltage). T(i) is the temperature at time-step i, Ea is the activation
energy of interface bonds, K is the Boltzman’s constant, and
Tox is the gate oxide thickness. NBTI-induced performance
degradation is independent of clock frequency (for most practical clock frequencies). Several coefficients of the aging model
{n, Kp , Eo , ξ} which capture sensitivities to process technologies are calibrated to 45 nm aging measurements (Fig. 4). For
example, n can be found from the logarithmic slope of degradation versus time in the active mode; Kp and Eo can be found
from the data for different V dd ; and ξ can be found from the
sleep mode data. Fig. 4 provides clear evidence that the model
effectively predicts aging behavior for dynamic operation. It
also shows that a relatively small number of calibrations can
establish good visibility for predictive modeling. The specific
dynamic operation case illustrated in Fig. 3 is used only as an

where Kdyn , Kleak1 , Kleak2 , Kleak3 are process-dependent
and design-dependent constants. As observed in (15),
leakage power decreases super-linearly with lower operating
temperatures.
G. Temperature
After adjustment of self-tuning parameters, a feedback loop
may occur between temperature and temperature-dependent
leakage power. For instance, a rise in circuit power consumption results in an increase in temperature, which in turn raises
the (leakage) power even higher [25]; the loop continues until
it converges to steady-state. It typically happens in less than
1 s, which is extremely short compared to a proper time-step
in this paper. Therefore, the use of steady-state temperature
and leakage power values introduces negligible error. Steadystate temperature at the beginning of time-step i can be
approximated as in [13]
T(i) = To + Rtherm (Pdyn(i) + Pleak(i) ) − Rcool Pcool(i)

(16)

where To , Rtherm , Rcool depend on system thermal characteristics. To is the ambient temperature, Rtherm is the system thermal
resistance, and Rcool is the active cooling efficiency coefficient
(representing heat removed as a function of power spent for
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Fig. 4. Calibration of aging model using 45 nm experiment data in [7]. The first figure shows continuous active mode for various Vdd and temperature. The
second figure shows alternating active/sleep modes for various Vdd . The third figure shows time-varying stress probability and time-varying Vdd conditions.

cooling). The user-input power for dynamic cooling, denoted
as Pcool , determines the amount of heat that will be removed
by the cooling device.
H. Delay
A safe and tight upper bound for delay model is desired to
guarantee reliable operation at minimal cost. The delay model
used in the control policies can follow the one used in OWG.
The delay D(i) at the end of time-step i [i.e., just before any
tuning is applied at the beginning of time-step (i + 1)] can be
approximated based on the widely-used alpha-power law [26],
and can be calibrated using post-fabrication measurements
D(i) = Kdelay1 (1 + Kdelay2 T(i) )

Vdd(i)
(Vdd(i) − Vth,end(i) )α

(17)

where Kdelay1 , Kdelay2 , and α are process-dependent and
design-dependent constants. The specific degraded delay depends on input vectors during operation, which are not known
ahead of time. A worst-case scenario is considered to guarantee reliable operation [21], [22], [38]. As seen in (17), delay
decreases at lower temperatures. This is due to an increase in
drain current, primarily as a result of improved carrier mobility
[13]. Due to aging within time-step i, Vth,end(i) can be expressed
as
(Vth,end(i) − Vth(i) ) = (VIT(i+1) − VIT(i) ).

(18)

non-enumerative progressive-dynamic-programming (PDP) algorithm (Algorithm 1), based on the Bellman principle of
optimality [57]. With the entire lifetime as its optimization
horizon, PDP fully takes into account not only the current
but also the entire future costs and benefits of a self-tuning
decision executed at any point in time.
PDP represents aging over time with state evolution, from
a current state xi to a next-state x(x+1) at the next time-step.
A state xi at time-step i is an element of state-space Si .
Applying control ui when the system is at state xi leads to
a next-state of gi (xi , ui ). Control variable ui is restricted to
take values from C which consists of a finite number of
available discrete values for ui . Control variables in C that
satisfy system constraints form the set of admissible controls—
this set depends on current state and current time-step values:
ui ∈ Ui (xi ) ⊂ C. A state summarizes relevant information
about the past that is needed for future optimization, starting
from that state. We define the state as
xi = Vth(i) + Kdibl Vdd(i)

such that state transition reflects only the aging-induced shift
in threshold voltage within the time-step. As a result, the
next-state can be written as a memory-less function depending
explicitly on current state xi and control choice ui , independent
of states and controls history. Using (9), for i = 1, 2, . . . ,
N − 1, the state evolves according to
x(i+1) = gi (xi , ui ) = xi + VIT(i+1) − VIT(i) .

III. Control Policies
A. Progressive-Worst-Case-Aging (PWCA)
PWCA applies self-tuning progressively over lifetime to
adapt to gradual aging more efficiently than OWG, which
is applied only once at the beginning of lifetime. With the
same limits on available self-tuning parameters, if OWG alone
is feasible, then the feasibility of PWCA is guaranteed. To
guarantee reliable operation at all times, PWCA shares a
similar worst-case aging estimation method as OWG: VIT(i)
in PWCA is computed assuming that the system is always
in the active mode under worst-case workload. Therefore,
PWCA results can be pre-computed off line at design-time,
loaded into off-chip non-volatile memory, and invoked during
run-time when resulting tuning-times match the time that
the system has been in operation. PWCA efficiently finds
the globally optimal control actions that achieve the highest possible LCPE (under PWCA assumptions), through the

(19)

(20)

During design, intrinsic device properties establish a nominal threshold voltage Vth,no-aging when operated at a nominal
supply voltage Vdd,no-aging . The choice of the supply voltage
control at the first time-step then determines the actual threshold voltage according to the form
Vth(1) = Vth,no-aging − Kdibl (Vdd(1) − Vdd,no-aging ).

(21)

Therefore unlike in all other time-steps where state space Si
consists of n possible discrete state values, at the first time-step
the state-space S1 consists of only a single state
x1 = xno-aging = Vth,no-aging + Kdibl Vdd,no-aging .

(22)

Aging dynamic over lifetime is represented by a path
starting at the fixed initial state at the first time-step and ending
at some state at the last time-step.
The cost incurred at time-step i is defined as a weighted
function of power consumption and clock frequency, with a
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and showing that an optimal weight factor λopt can be found
where the corresponding minimum total cost over all timesteps is zero, yielding the globally optimal LCPE, referred to
as LCPEopt . This theorem can be expressed as

1
| min
hk (xk , uk ) = 0, λ = λopt .
λopt uk ∈Uk (xk ) k=1
N

LCPEopt =

weight factor of λ. The cost is a function of control ui and
state xi as follows:

(27)

Therefore for each value of λ, the minimum total cost
over all time-steps is computed for the corresponding optimal control trajectory {u∗1 , u∗2 . . . , u∗N }, and the corresponding
∗
optimal state trajectory {x1∗ , x2∗ . . . , xN
}. This is accomplished
in Algorithm 1 by first finding an optimal control function
µ∗i (xi ) for each i, mapping each possible value of state xi in
the state-space Si to an optimal control which minimizes the
cost-to-go from that particular state while satisfying system
constraints. The minimum cost-to-go Ji (xi ), starting from a
state xi at time-step i for i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, is equivalent to
the minimum sum of present cost (first term) and minimum
cost-to-go of its next-state at the next time-step (second term,
i.e., the minimum future costs)
Ji (xi ) = min [hi (xi , ui ) + J(i+1) (gi (xi , ui ))]
ui Ui (xi )

(23)

= hi (xi , µ∗i (xi )) + J(i+1) (gi (xi , µ∗i (xi ))). (28)

Ji (xi ) denotes the minimum total cost accumulated over the
last (N − i) time-steps, the minimum cost-to-go starting at a
particular state xi at time-step i and ending at some state at
the last time-step. The minimization is with respect to all the
admissible sequence of controls

Proof for global optimality of (27) and (28) is not given here
due to space constraints. Recursively proceeding backward in
time, Algorithm 1 first finds JN and µ∗N , then uses JN to find
J(N−1) and µ∗N−1 , then uses J(N−1) to find J(N−2) and µ∗(N−2) ,
and so on. µ∗i (xi ) is found for each i and for each possible
value of state xi as the control that minimizes the right-hand
side of (28) for i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 and of (25) for i = N.
After the backward phase is completed from i = N to 1, the
optimal control trajectory and the optimal state trajectory can
be traced sequentially, proceeding forward in time (forward
phase). Starting from the first time-step, we choose the optimal
control for the current state, then we arrive at the next-state,
and the loop continues

hi (xi , ui ) = P(xi , ui ) − λf (ui ).

Ji (xi ) = min

uk ∈Uk (xk )

N


hk (xk , uk ).

(24)

k=i

Since at the last time-step there is no next-state, the minimum cost-to-go at the last time-step is determined only by the
minimum terminal cost
JN (xN ) =

min

uN ∈UN (xN )

hN (xN , uN ).

(25)

The minimum total cost over all N time-steps is then equal
to the minimum cost-to-go at the first time step
J1 (x1 ) =

min

uk ∈Uk (xk )

N


hk (xk , uk ).

(26)

k=1

Since LCPE is not additive over time, a key ingredient in the
problem formulation is designing an additive cost function hi

u∗1 = µ∗1 (x1 ), x2∗ = g1 (x1 , u∗1 ), u∗2 = µ∗2 (x2∗ ), . . .

(29)

To smooth-out the control trajectory, regularization is implemented as modifications within the forward phase of PDP,
whereby the nearest control with respect to the control used in
the previous time-step(s) that has within δ% of the minimum
cost-to-go and satisfies constraints on control move for one
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TABLE I
% LCPE Degradation Compared to No-Aging
Benchmark Circuit

Fig. 5.

PRTA control flow.

time-step is chosen. The regularization parameters comprised
of δ and the control move constraint for each self-tuning
parameter {Vdd− reg , freg , Pcool− reg }. The nearest control
is defined as the control that has the least number of total
changes in granular levels for all the self-tuning parameters.
Such regularization is found to successfully smooth-out the
control trajectory without adversely affecting results, effectively eliminating control spikes and limiting control moves.
Through this fast post-processing approach, the regularization
parameters can be efficiently adjusted to tradeoff smoothness
with accuracy. This approach is much more efficient than
implementing regularization within the backward phase of
PDP, which requires re-executing the backward PDP for any
change in the regularization parameter.
In finding the globally optimal control actions, PDP
tremendously reduces the number of operations required
compared to exhaustively enumerating all possible control
trajectories and comparing their LCPE, from O(cN ) to
O(ncN), where n is the number of states in the state-space,
c is the number of possible controls, and N is the number
of time-steps. PDP complexity scales only linearly with the
number of time steps, rather than exponentially as in the case
of an exhaustive enumeration approach. At each of the N
time-steps, for each of the n states in the state-space, PDP
minimizes (28) with respect to c possible controls. In contrast,
the number of all possible control trajectories is exponential
in N, making the enumeration approach computationally
intractable. For the specific example used in this paper,
n ∼ 2000 to maintain high accuracy, c ∼ 2000, N ∼ 600 (the
number of time-steps when lifetime is 8 years and one timestep is 5 days). While maintaining high accuracy, PDP yields
∼101971 speedup over an exhaustive enumeration approach.
When performance requirement, fc(i) , is application-dependent
and cannot be determined a priori, a history-based forecast
of future characteristics can be used instead. Note that the
generality of our work also makes it applicable to a broader
class of problems—the general objective of maximizing (total
performance)/[(total energy)m ×(total reliability)n ], where the
values of m and n can be arbitrary depending on designer.
The general objective function can also be interpreted as to
optimally tradeoff total performance, total power, and total
reliability: by finding the best value of one (or some) of the
attributes, subject to requirements on the other attributes.
B. Progressive-on-State-Aging (POSA)
POSA enhances self-tuning benefits by partially eliminating
the worst-case aging assumptions in PWCA. POSA keeps

C432
C499
C6288
OpenSPARC ALU
Ethernet Macstatus
Average

LCPE for
No-Aging
(MHz/W)
30.6
29.8
30.4
30.2
29.5
30.1

% LCPE Degradation
Compared to No-Aging
OWG
PWCA POSA
20–26% 9–14% 4–6%
18–26% 8–13% 3–5%
21–26% 9–13% 3–5%
19–26% 8–13% 3–5%
18–26% 7–13% 2–5%
20%
9.5%
3.3%

PRTA
1.7%
1.7%
1.5%
1.3%
0.5%
1.3%

track of system active/sleep modes, assumes worst-case aging
during all the times spent in active mode (when Vdd is
turned on), and accounts for long recovery effects during
the times spent in sleep mode (when Vdd is turned off). At
the beginning of each time-step, POSA estimates VIT(i) using
this approach, and then chooses control actions with online
optimization or from a lookup table generated at design-time,
through the progressive-greedy (PG) algorithm (Algorithm 2).
Proceeding forward in time, at the beginning of each timestep i, PG estimates VIT(i) , and then for each possible set of
ui = {Vdd(i) , Pcool(i) , f(i) } PG evaluates the power consumption
P(i) and the delay at the end of time-step D(i) . To handle
uncertainties in future aging reliably, D(i) is computed based
on the estimated VIT(i) and the worst-case degradation between
time-steps i and (i + 1). PG then greedily chooses self-tuning
parameter values that meet constraints and maximize f(i) /P(i) .
POSA utilizes the unique characteristic of aging that it can
recover significantly in sleep mode, due to long recovery effects which occur when Vdd is turned off for much longer than
clock period. Such behavior has been experimentally observed
in [7] and [27]. Improved knowledge of system aging slack can
enhance the quality of the control decision made, which in turn
improves self-tuning benefits. The specific benefits of POSA
depend on system usage—as expected, simulation results in
Section IV indicate that POSA is highly beneficial for systems
that spend a significant amount of time in sleep mode. POSA
can also be extended for multiple degrees of sleep modes,
which may experience different aging.
C. Progressive-Real-Time-Aging-Assisted (PRTA)
PRTA acquires real-time information from aged circuit to
take into account not only the impact of recovery effects
during the sleep mode, but also application-dependent aging
during the active mode. In practice, PRTA does not require
measuring or calculating the characteristic of each individual
transistor, which may not be practical. PRTA uses real-time
information which inherently captures the aggregate effects of
past aging. The principle is to collect information (e.g., delay
shifts) at various parts of the design during system operation
as indicators of the amount of critical circuit degradation.
Proceeding forward in time, at the beginning of each timestep i, PRTA obtains real-time information to choose selftuning parameter values with online optimization or from
a lookup table generated at design-time (Fig. 5). Delay at
the beginning of time-step is measured for each possible set
of control variables. To handle uncertainties in future aging
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TABLE II
% OWG LCPE Degradation Recovered by Control Policies
Benchmark Circuit
C432
C499
C6288
OpenSPARC ALU
Ethernet Macstatus
Average

PWCA
46–51%
48–55%
48–54%
47–53%
48–57%
52%

POSA
77–83%
79–87%
79–86%
78–85%
81–89%
83%

PRTA
91.1%
91%
92.5%
93.4%
97.2%
93%

reliably, delay at the end of time-step D(i) is computed based
on the measured delay at the beginning of time-step, and
an estimate of worst-case delay degradation between timesteps i and (i + 1). Dynamic power is readily computed
based on the control choice. Steady-state leakage power and
temperature depend not only on the control choice but also
on the individual aged Vth , so an upper bound based on the
nominal Vth is used. Then, the power consumption P(i) is
computed for each possible control choice. Alternatively, realtime temperature or power data may be used to improve the
estimate. Similar to POSA, PRTA also greedily chooses selftuning that meets constraints and maximizes f(i) /P(i) .
Inaccuracy of real-time aging information, power, and area
impact of the techniques used to collect real-time aging
information may reduce the net benefits of PRTA. Simulation
results in Section IV take those non-idealities into account,
derive design guidelines to maximize PRTA benefits, and
demonstrate that PRTA is highly beneficial for systems that
experience workload with low stress probability characteristics. Real-time aging information for PRTA can be obtained
(or calibrated) from a variety of sources: 1) on-chip ring
oscillators or other canary equivalent circuits [27]–[32]; 2)
on-chip sensors such as temperature sensors (by predicting
aging based on temperature profiles and assuming worst-case
workload profiles) [33]–[36]; 3) delay shift detectors [11],
[21], [37]; 4) on-line self-test and self-diagnostics [38]–[40];
and 5) indirectly measuring degradation by adjusting selftuning parameters until failure occurs.

IV. Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results for various benchmark circuits from [ISCAS 85, OpenCores 09,
OpenSPARC 09] synthesized using the Synopsys Design
Compiler. Timing and power analysis tools are used together
with the synthesized netlists and 45 nm technology libraries to
calibrate the design-dependent and process-dependent model
coefficients. We use aging models in Section II-E calibrated
using 45 nm CMOS aging measurements. Our control policies
are implemented in MATLAB/C using an Intel Xeon 3 GHz
processor with 8 GB memory in 64 bit mode. We use fc of
2.4 GHz. Our target lifetime is 8 years [11].
A. Benefits of Control Policies
The second column of Table I shows LCPE for the noaging scenario, which represents the nominal case when there
is no-aging in the circuit. The rest of Table I shows the %

Fig. 6.

Sensitivity to time-step granularity.

Fig. 7.

PRTA benefits.

LCPE degradation for OWG and control policies relative to
no-aging. POSA and PRTA are optimized for a workload
scenario where the average proportion of time spent in active
mode is assumed to be 0.1 and the average stress probability
Kaging during active modes is 0.1. Here ideal implementation
for PRTA is also assumed (effects of non-idealities will be
discussed later). LCPE calculations in OWG, PWCA, and
POSA depend on leakage power, thus they are affected by the
actual aging, which may not be the same as what they assume
in their optimization flow. Results bounded by the possible
actual aging and their average are reported here.
Table II summarizes the % OWG LCPE degradation recovered by the control policies, defined as
%OWG LCPE degradation recovered by control policy


LCPE of control policy − LCPE of OWG
=
×100%.
LCPE of no−aging − LCPE of OWG
(30)
Table II shows that PWCA, POSA, and PRTA all substantially recover OWG LCPE degradation. On average, PWCA,
POSA, and PRTA recover 52%, 83%, and 93% of OWG
LCPE degradation, respectively. In simulations, granularity of
5 days is used for time-step, 12.5 mV for supply voltage, and
12.5 MHz for clock frequency. They are found to be sufficient
to achieve maximized benefit; finer granularities yield only
marginal improvements. For PWCA, it is found that the %
OWG LCPE degradation recovered quickly degrades as the
time-step is increased to more than 30 days (Fig. 6). On
the other hand, it is only marginally improved by decreasing
the time-step to less than 5 days. In POSA and PRTA, the
time-step corresponds to how often aging estimation is needed.
It may be extended beyond 5 days, depending on expected
system usage. For a usage characteristic with less aggressive
aging than worst-case, the quality of the results does not
degrade significantly with longer time steps. Fig. 7 shows the
sensitivity of % OWG LCPE degradation recovered by PRTA
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PWCA results.

to two parameters of an application which alternate between
active and sleep modes. The two parameters are the average
portion of time spent in active mode and the average Kaging
during active mode. The range and granularities between the
minimum and maximum discrete levels of the self-tuning parameters (supply voltage, clock frequency, and cooling) needed
to achieve the maximized self-tuning benefits are supported
by state-of-the-art commercial hardware solutions (e.g., [32],
[37], [41], [58], [59]). The power and area overheads for the
regulators were also shown to be minimal. As such, changes
proposed in this paper mainly require algorithmic adjustments
in control software and significant modification to existing
hardware is not required.
Fig. 8 depicts the optimal self-tuning found by PWCA. The
supply voltage is increased gradually over lifetime, whereas
cooling is turned on aggressively at the beginning of lifetime
and then gradually decreased. Such behavior reveals that
reducing early-life aging is of central importance, therefore
high level of cooling and low level of supply voltage are
desirable during the early life cycle, because reducing aging in
early-life is of greater importance since the resulting reduction
in aging can reduce aging compensation that will be required
later on. For example, lower supply voltage can be used in
the future, which reduces power consumption and further
aging. So the benefits from paying the power cost of cooling
are realized not only instantaneously (from reduced leakage
power and delay) but also accumulated over the entire life
cycle. Aging is also much more aggressive at the beginning
of lifetime, so there is more opportunity there to suppress it.
Fig. 8 also compares the optimal solution with two suboptimal
approaches of cooling usage: 1) when the lowest cooling level
that can meet thermal limit is chosen, and 2) when the highest
cooling level is chosen at all times. For both suboptimal cases,
the resultant total system power over lifetime is higher than
the optimal solution. In the first suboptimal case, the reduction
in cooling power (relative to the optimal solution) cannot
outweigh the increase in dynamic and leakage power, due to
higher operating temperature, which also causes larger delay
and more prominent aging, demanding higher supply voltage.
In the second suboptimal case, the reduction in dynamic and
leakage power resulting from lower operating temperature
cannot compensate for the increase in cooling power.
B. Sensitivities to Discrete Levels of Self-Tuning Parameters
Self-tuning benefits are affected by the discrete values of
self-tuning parameters available. For a given number of levels
N and a minimum granularity ψ, there are many possible sets
of parameter levels available L = {L1 , L2 , . . . , LN }, including

Fig. 9.

PWCA sensitivity to voltage levels.

those with non-uniform granularity. An optimal set is desired
in view of the tradeoffs between self-tuning benefits and design
cost or complexity that depend on the number of discrete
levels and the minimum granularity. Algorithm 3 is presented
to find an optimal set L∗ = {L∗1 , L∗2 , . . . , L∗N }, for a given N
and ψ. The algorithm starts with N uniformly-spaced values
and then executes a series of loops to update the values. The
algorithm stops when none of the Li , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, changes
by more than ε from one loop to the next. In each loop, each
Li is updated according to which perturbation (increased or
decreased by σ, or unchanged) maximizes LCPE. Sensitivity
analysis to N and ψ can then be obtained. For example,
the highest achieved % OWG LCPE degradation recovered
by PWCA versus the number of voltage levels is shown in
Fig. 9. The result improves only marginally beyond 15 levels,
and degrades by only about 3% for three levels. Although as
the number of levels is increased, the benefit becomes less
sensitive to the discrete set and to the actual aging.
C. PRTA Non-Idealities
Practical implementation issues and related non-idealities
in PRTA are now considered. To evaluate the net benefits
of PRTA, it is necessary to take into account inaccuracies,
power, and area impact of the techniques used to collect realtime aging information. Inaccuracies arise from discrepancies
between actual aging and the values reported by the real-time
aging estimation technique used by PRTA. This inaccuracy
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TABLE III
% OWG LCPE Degradation Recovered by PRTA Versus Delay
Resolution
Benchmark Circuit
C432
C499
C6288
OpenSPARC ALU
Ethernet Macstatus

Ideal
93%
95%
93%
93%
97%

3 ps
87%
88%
87%
87%
84%

Delay Resolution
6 ps
9 ps
12 ps
80%
75%
68%
81%
73%
66%
79%
74%
68%
79%
73%
66%
76%
69%
62%

15 ps
61%
59%
61%
60%
55%

TABLE IV
% OWG LCPE Degradation Recovered by PRTA Versus % Power
Overhead
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frequency level incorporates one-time worst-case aging guardbands [42], [43], hence we name it OWG-DVFS. Here, flavors
of our control policies are analyzed in the context of DVFS,
viz., PWCA-DVFS, POSA-DVFS, and PRTA-DVFS. As an
example, consider a workload scenario where fc alternates
between 1 GHz (DVFSL ), 1.75 GHz (DVFSM ), and 2.5 GHz
(DVFSH ). Fig. 10 compares OWG-DVFS and PWCA-DVFS.
The envelope of supply voltage for PWCA-DVFS gradually
increases over time and is smaller than OWG-DVFS at all
times. Simulation results demonstrate that on average PWCADVFS, POSA-DVFS, and PRTA-DVFS substantially recover
OWG-DVFS LCPE degradation by 51%, 80%, and 89%,
respectively.
E. Lifetime Benefits of Self-Tuning

Benchmark Circuit
C432
C499
C6288
OpenSPARC ALU
Ethernet Macstatus

Ideal
92.7%
91%
92.8%
93%
97.2%

% Power Overhead
0.25%
0.5%
0.75%
91.6%
90.5% 89.4%
89.7%
88.9% 87.1%
91.9%
90.6% 89.5%
92.1%
90.8% 89.6%
89.7%
88.4% 87.1%

1%
88.3%
85.8%
88.3%
88.3%
85.8%

necessitates additional margins which reduce the effectiveness
of PRTA. For example, suppose that the measured delay is
±2 ps of the actual delay, then the 2 ps delay resolution needs
to be added to the measured delay to account for optimistic
measurements. If real-time aging information (with proper
corrections) shows worse degradation than that predicted using
POSA, then the latter can be used instead. Hence, when highconfidence aging models are used, PRTA cannot be worse
than POSA. The % OWG LCPE degradation recovered by
PRTA as a function of delay resolution is shown in Table III.
Here, 3 ps corresponds to 0.75% of the nominal circuit delay.
The negative effect of delay resolution to PRTA benefits is
largely determined by the ratio of delay resolution to nominal
delay. For instance, the effect of a 3 ps resolution will be less
pronounced at larger nominal delays. Resolutions of the order
of picoseconds (ps) or sub-picoseconds have been reported
by existing techniques [11], [27]–[33]. Depending on the
implementation, PRTA can introduce additional overhead in
terms of power. Fortunately, such a real-time aging estimation
only needs to be used infrequently (e.g., once every 5 days)
which helps reduce its power impact and also reduces the
aging of the estimation circuitry itself. Table IV reports the %
OWG LCPE degradation recovered by PRTA as a function of
power overhead of the aging estimation technique. For power
overheads less than 1% (as reported by [11]), its overall impact
is relatively small. Thus, PRTA can enable close to the bestcase self-tuning results.
D. Self-Tuning Benefits in DVFS
The framework and control policies can be applied to
systems which support dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS) technique. In DVFS, the clock frequency constraint
is dynamically modulated according to application demands
in order to improve energy-efficiency. In traditional DVFS,
the discrete supply voltage level associated with each discrete

Overall system lifetime is typically defined as the point in
time at which the peak performance demand can no longer be
achieved, given constraints on available values for self-tuning
parameter [24]. PWCA, POSA, and PRTA all substantially
improve lifetime
% Lifetime improvement by control policy


Lifetime of control policy − lifetime of OWG
=
×100%.
lifetime of OWG
(31)
In Fig. 10, the end of each line on the LCPE curves denotes
the end of lifetime. PWCA-DVFS alone increases lifetime by
7.3×, and greater improvements can be expected from POSADVFS and PRTA-DVFS, owing to optimized usage of the selftuning parameters. For instance, cooling can be aggressively
utilized near the end of lifetime to suppress aging. Fig 10(c)
also illustrates the clear benefit of controlling cooling in an
optimal fashion for PWCA-DVFS lifetime improvement.
F. Interactions with Process Variations
Time-0 process variation affects not only power and performance characteristics at time-0, but also the rate of aging
[22], [23]. This may cause each transistor to age at different
rate. This subsection illustrates the benefits of the self-tuning
policies relative to OWG, in the presence of process variations.
For a fair comparison, both OWG and self-tuning use the
same approach in addressing variations. As a case study, we
consider three example approaches: 1) “exact statistical Vth ”
which is the ideal case where (hypothetically) we know the
exact Vth of each individual device at time-0 (this is clearly
an impractical scenario, but is studied as a reference point);
2) “speed-calibration at time-0” which is a practical approach
of measuring circuit speed one-time at time-0; and 3) “worstcase Vth ” where the 3σ deviation from the statistical Vth
distribution is used as the initial Vth for all the devices.
Simulation results show that the “speed-calibration at time0” can alleviate most of the pessimisms regarding process
variations effects; the LCPE of self-tuning or OWG with
“speed-calibration at time-0” is very close to the ideal case of
“exact statistical Vth .” Fig. 11 shows simulation results for an
11-stage inverter chain, to evaluate the impact of using “worstcase Vth ” relative to 1000 runs of the ideal case of “exact
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Fig. 10.

Comparison between OWG-DVFS and PWCA-DVFS.

Fig. 11.

Interactions with process variations.
TABLE V
Comparison Between Our Work and State-of-the-Art Methods

Control
Policy

[44]
[24]
[45]
This
paper

Pre-Determine
Pre-Select Only One
Ignore Full
SubAssume Worst-Case
Dynamic
General FrameWhen to Adjust
Self-Tuning Parameter to Effects of Current Optimal
Aging at All Times
Cooling As a work for Users
Each Self-Tuning be Adjusted At Each Point
Actions into
LCPE
Self-Tuning
to Decide
Parameter
In Time
Entire Future
Parameter
Control Policies
(−) Yes
(−) No
(−) Yes
(−) No
(−) Yes
(+) No
(−) Yes
(−) No
(+) No (determined as part of
(+) No
(+) No
(−) Yes (for PWCA)
(+) Yes
optimization process)
(for PDP)
(+) No (for POSA/PRTA)

statistical Vth ,” for OWG and self-tuning policies. In “exact
statistical Vth ,” the initial Vth of all the devices are generated
randomly according to a Gaussian distribution with 3σ of 50
mV. The values are then propagated to the entire future using
appropriate aging models to determine the time-t Vth for each
of the devices. As shown in the third figure, the current runtime PRTA policy is already very close to the ideal PRTA with
“exact statistical Vth ” (the two histograms nearly overlap). This
is mainly because PRTA acquires real-time information both
at time-0 and online during operation, so it inherently already
captures the aggregate effects of variations.
V. Related Work
Prior complementary work has interesting overlaps, foundations for our work. Several prior works have described
the worst-case-based and sensor-based methods of estimating
aging that are used in PWCA and PRTA. Several recent papers
have also described adaptive voltage scaling and/or adaptive
body-biasing methods for aging. Specifically, [44] aimed to
minimize aging effects at the end of lifetime by dividing
lifetime into two phases, and then iteratively pre-selecting only
one self-tuning parameter (either supply voltage or body-bias)
to be adjusted at each of the two phases. Reference [24] gradually increased supply voltage over lifetime to compensate for

aging effects. Reference [45] pre-determined several tuningtimes and then at each tuning-time enumerated to decide bodybias and supply voltage values to compensate for worst-case
aging effects. However, the aforementioned schemes in the
previous work still have some limitations hence suboptimal,
i.e., did not find the optimal tuning assignments. They also
quantitatively evaluate their benefits only in terms of peak
power consumption and/or lifetime, and only using the worstcase-method of estimating aging.
In contrast, the framework presented in this paper jointly
optimizes multiple self-tuning parameters simultaneously to
maximize LCPE with quantitative measures when to tune,
which knobs to tune, and by how much. An important point
of this paper is in showing a framework that has a general approach and demonstration of the ability to use it to
quantitatively evaluate a range of design options and use in
a productive way various control functions—temperature, by
way of cooling control, being one of them. Our work is the first
to propose a unique aging-aware design paradigm whose objective emphasizes on optimizing the long term behavior of the
system and averaging the transient behavior. While still assuming worst-case aging at all times, PWCA (via PDP algorithm)
overcomes the limitations of the state-of-the-art methods by
finding the globally optimized control actions that maximize
LCPE and proving that no other tuning assignments can give
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better results. This paper is also the first to quantitatively
evaluate the effectiveness and efficiencies of POSA and PRTA
control policies which do not always assume worst-case aging,
therefore enabling a comprehensive quantitative analysis and
comparison of various policies (PWCA, POSA, and PRTA)
and derivation of associated system design guidelines. The
activity-based (active/sleep) method used in POSA to estimate
aging is also described for the first time in this paper. Selftuning schemes in systems with DVFS also have not been
previously quantitatively evaluated. Comparison between this
paper and the three state-of-the-art methods is summarized
in Table V. This paper outperforms all state-of-the-art approaches. As a comparison point, approaches in [24], [44],
and [45] recover only 15–32% of OWG LCPE degradation
for worst-case aging, while PWCA, POSA, and PRTA recover
52%, 83%, and 93% of OWG LCPE degradation, respectively.
References [11], [12], [22], and [27] discussed design
of adaptive circuits and systems but did not address how
to dynamically control self-tuning parameters. An adaptive
feedback control approach for process and workload-variations
is described in [46]. However, aging is not addressed.
Dynamic reliability management (DRM) techniques are
typically applied at higher abstraction levels [35], [36], [47]–
[51]. In fact, DRM techniques can benefit from fine-grained
self-tuning in this paper.
While OWG is certainly wasteful, in some cases, e.g., excellent process technology where only small aging guard-band
is required or when system is always under nearly worst-case
aging, OWG may provide competitive net benefit due to lower
overheads and design complexity compared to dynamic selftuning. On the other hand, circuit aging is expected to worsen
in the future, and dynamic self-tuning techniques, especially
those that can reuse some of the existing dynamic power
management infrastructure, may be required. Our framework
enables designers to explore various tradeoffs to make correct
decisions based on their system characteristics.
VI. Conclusion
An optimization framework and control policies were presented to provide a basis for fine-grained self-tuning for
designing energy-efficient robust systems. They delivered significant benefits relative to traditional one-time worst-case
guardbands, in terms of LCPE and lifetime. They also exhibited significant improvements relative to traditional DVFS.
A set of simple self-tuning design guidelines are as follows.
1) The choice of a particular self-tuning control policy
depends on system usage characteristics. If a system is
primarily in the active mode under nearly worst-case
workload at all times, then PWCA is sufficient. On
the other hand, for a system that spends a significant
amount of time in sleep mode, substantial benefits can
be obtained by using POSA. For a system workload with
low stress-probability characteristics, PRTA delivers significant benefits.
2) For POSA and PRTA control policies, online aging
estimation every 5 days is sufficient. Attention must be
paid to the resolution and cost of supporting techniques
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for PRTA aging estimation. Target delay resolution of
less than 15 ps and target power cost of less than 1%
are desired.
Extensions of this paper include: 1) incorporation of other
reliability mechanisms (e.g., PBTI, EM, TDDB, GOI, TC, and
HCI); 2) new scheduling techniques in multi-core systems to
complement the self-tuning techniques in this paper; 3) interactions with high-level DRM techniques (including prediction
of thermal characteristics) and “design-time” (often referred
to as “static”) techniques to overcome circuit aging; 4) study
of the spatial granularity of self-tuning; and 5) experimental
validation of optimized self-tuning.
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